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DAYS BY 
AUSTIN 1800 

BY TOM FLOYD 

~THEN pioneers like Giles and 
Gibson set off into Australia's 

desert interior, people thought they 
were quite mad. Going further 
afield than the nearest 10,000 popu
lation township is more than many 
Australians of today dare to do -
even on holiday. Few would try a 
trip across the Nullarbor Plains, 
for instance. 

Now, any adventurous type who 
wants to get his share of dangerous 
living had better hurry. Although 
the Nullarbor's wide expanse of 
wasteland can be a death road for 
those who don't prepare for it, the 
traveller of today has a beautiful 
chance of making the east/west 
crossing without incident. Perth, 
Australia's most westerly and pos
sibly most up-to-date city, has long 

been regarded as too far away for 
driving to. Most people have pre
ferred to jump a · jet or write a 
letter, rather than sit at the wheel 
of a car for a few days. 

So it was that during one of 
WHEELS editorial conferences 
someone stumbled on to the subject 
of the vast distances one must 
travel to meet people Interstate. We 
love driving, (a) because we get 
to meet people - mainly people 
who have been to interesting places, 
and (b) because we feel the car 
hasn't yet reached its ultimate use
fulness in interstate travel. 

It's fine to travel by jet. Very 
fast, saves time and you arrive in 
time to do part of a day's business 
and can be back home the same 
evening on most routes. But think 
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of the things you mISS. You fiy 
right over Australia's history, and 
you miss the wonderful sights and 
sounds that are so typically Aus
tralian, and about which we all 
tend to become somewhat blase. 

However, to get back 0 our story. 
During our discussions of distance, 
someone said, ''We should do more 
about western Aus ralia, particu
larly Perth." Another shot back, 
"It's so damn far, and most people 
aren't willing to do the run across 
the Nullarbor:' Ye ano ber chipped 
In with: "It takes too ong. By the 
time you'd arr 'e there, you'd have 
to start com g bac' again. What's 
the fun in that - us a long haul 
for nothing". 

So the discuss'o really got under 
way. The tina q es'ion from the 
meeting was - as \. possible to 
drive to Perth, star. g ~fonday, do 
one day's worK e city, and be 
back In Sydney Friday night? Just 
Jlke any other fi"e-day working 
week? The ques 0 go guffaws and 
hoo-haas, wh e some started grop
ing for the coffee po - everyone 
knew a big ja.m was brewing ... 
and no one ar.·ed 0 be the one 
to show most e asm by leaping 
to their fee sho mg ''I'll go'" 

So the idea was left in limbo, 
and the folloWln week I took a 
week's leave Re. rrur.g to the office 
I was greeted w. ooks of surprise 
(genuine?) and remarks like, "Hey, 
you're lookin :tl and healthy -
bet you're. or.gmg to get a 
good week's work:n Then hot 
coffee and blSC • biscuits? Some
thing must be 1:0 g on were laid 
on my desk ana he secretary slid 
a memo-sized shee of blue paper 
under my saucer. • 'olded, it read: 
"You leave for Pe h at 12.01 am 
next Monday". W\ coffee dripping 
from a freshly dfj'-c eaned suit r 
staggered into he bo6s 'Look, I've 
just had a week o!!, surely someone 
else deserves the peasant drive to 
Perth. Really I don need another 
holiday - 100,[ even my hands 
have stopped shaking! I'm cured' 
Honest'" Hardly able to hold b80fk 
the tears (of mirth, m'lad) he 
shook his head. "Flit out to BMC 
today," he said, "and have a talk 
with Alan Kemp. He'll fill you in 
on all the details". 

Anyone who has read Evan 
Green's book, "Journeys with Gelig
nite Jack" will remember Alan as 
the improvising wizard of the 
Crossroads Alice crossing of Aus
tralia, when he fixed a broken 
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Hydrolastic suspension on the Mini 
with a carved block of Mulga wood, 
then drove the crippled car for 
1100 miles, from Angas Downs to 
Kalgoorlie, before they could get a 
replacement fiown in. Ingenuity of 
this type marks Alan as one of the 
most wanted men on any cross
country trip. 

I finally found Alan hidden away 
in a small, but brightly-lit workshop 
inside BMC at ZetJand, with a 
notice on the door "Sacred - The 
Competition Department". The tall, 
quietly-spoken fellow was pouring 
over a mess of tubing and unidenti
fiable parts which he soon told me 
would be one of their latest projects 
- while at the same time he lifted 
my camera from me saying I would 
get it back as I left the building. 

The reason for the talks with 
BMC was that we were doing the 
5400 mile trip In an Austin 1800. 
There's a rather lengthy story in
volved here. We'd had an Austin 
1800 on an extended consumer test 
some months previously, the idea 
being to log 10,000 miles. However, 
we struck overheating problems with 
the car (two other motoring writers 
had also done similar consumer 
tests, neither with any bother) and 
the fault couldn't be found in regu-

Leaving Sydney's BMC fac tory . 
Torn Floyd (left ) discusses the 
route with Alan Kemp and Bob 
Holden (right) . Both partners 
proved invaluable companions on thc 
long, 5016-rnile Tun . and are cross
countT?! marathon-Tun veterans. 

lar servicing. We'd picked up the 
car from BMC with virtually zero 
miles, so no one at the fac tory h ad 
even tested the car since it left the 
assembly line, save for initial pre
delivery servicing. Finally, after a 
few thousand miles of the car 
periodically boiling, we gave it back, 
muttering many dark sayings. 

To cut a long story short , the 
fault was found, and it wasn't 
mechanical failure at all. A film 
of paint (from when the block 
was painted at the factory) had 
covered the water outlet tap. Natur
ally, when the car was serviced be
fore our taking delivery, the tap 
didn't leak, so no one thought to 
check if it was closed. However, a 
small hole developed which only 
allowed water past when the engine 
was hot. When the car was under 
all but extreme operating tempera
ture, no leak was evident. So much 
for that. 

So, when the Perth trip was 
scheduled, WHEELS asked BMC to 



lay on another Austin 1800, just to 
ease our doubts. We had been quite 
pleased with the first car, apart 
from the overheating, and we 
thought the trip woula prove it out 
once and for all. We needed a third 
member for the run, as we'd told 
Alan that we wanted to make the 
trip a commuter's week (as we've 
described). Although looking slight
ly Incredulous, he agreed to go 
along with the whole thing - and 
suggested well known trials and 
competition man Bob Holden to 
make up the party. Bob was fairly 
fiexible in time, as he is his own 
boss in a garage at Killara, and 
could affora the week away. 

How was our time factor? The 
fastest known Perth-Sydney time 
was 46 hours, put up by Green and 
Murray during the 30,000 mile Mor
ris 1100 run, in which WHEELS also 
figured. This had to be our target, 
to allow a day in Perth. We weren't 
concerned with finding the best 
roads, as we counted on having 
plenty of time in hand, so the route 
chosen was marked on the accom
panying map. This took us through 
mountains, highways, dirt roads, 
fiat plains, and tracks carved out 
of the scrub. The time of year we 
went brought us sunshine, rain, fog 
and choking dust, though the latter 
three (thankfully) in much less 
quantity than the first. We were 
only allowing time for re-filling, 
three rather quick meals each day 
and whatever was left for any 
emergency that might arise. We 
chose Shell fuel for the marathon, 
but didn't have time to arrange 
for any special supplies - but, then, 
neither would the ordinary travel
ler. 

Unlike most unseasoned outbackers 
(remember I was in the best com-
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These days the new Eyre Highway 
is like any other metropolitan main 
road - smooth. wide and well-built . 
The old graded clay road that past 
travellers have used can be seen 
running parallel on the lelt side. 
side. 

pany anyone could have for a run 
of this type) we didn't tie water 
bags on the front and stock up with 
cans of meat and other excess 
weight. Both Alan and Bob had 
made the trip before (although nei
ther recently) and they knew there 
were enough road houses and petrol 
stations on the way. 

We did, however, take care of the 
car's welfare. Alan stowed a com
plete set of tools in the boot, along 
with a Hydrolastic kit and pump 
(remembering his frantic efforts 
with the Mini on the Crossroads 
Alice run without these parts), 
spare tubes, a plastic two-gallon 
jar of petrol and assorted wire, 
rope, chain and electricals. Also 
stuffed in the boot, above the nor
mal petrol tank, was another 10 
gallon tank, giving us a total of 
22 gallons of fuel - enough for 
over 450 miles of hard driving. On 
a roof rack was carried a spare tyre 
(Dunlop SP41 were on the car 
and our baggage - a couple of 
changes of clothes and toilet gear. 
Inside, we had the normal radio 
and heater (we took along another 
short-wave radio but didn't need 
it owing to the good reception of 
the standard one) a tape recorder, 
two cameras, log book, three differ
ent kinds of sweets, two pounds of 
cold grilled sausages, nine mandar
ins, a pack of sandwiches, some 
eggs (boilea), three flasks of coffee 
and one of soup. Otherwise, apart 
from the one spotlight mounted on 
the rearside and a fog lamp on 

the dnver's side, the car was stock 
- if laden down somewhat in the 
rear. 

Out of mterest, I asked why more 
of the spares and such weren't 
carlied on the roof rack. I was tord 
the loadmg had been SCientifically 
worked ou during the figure-eight 
run by • an and Evan Green, and 
the weight proportion was identical 
to those findings. So I'd learnt 
something even before we'd got 
under way 

We Ie! B. fC in Sydney right on 
the bu- on of 12.01 am on the cool 
Monday morning to the farewells 
of 'See yer, mate," and "Don't 
bend i . will yer?", familiar to all 
traye ers of sorts. Alan took the 
firs- wo-hour shift, while I navi
gated m the passenger seat and 
Bob (hey. he lost the toss, remem
ber had the first sleep of the 
trip. My first crOSSing of Australia 
started. The system was that one 
man would sleep on the back seat, 
ben move to the driver's seat as 
he navigator went Into the back. 
The first memorable instance was 

at the South Australian border, 19 
miles before Renmark. We'd eaten 
he sausages, drunk the soup and 

polishea off the sandwiches many 
miles previously, and had eaten 
breakfast and lunch as well. Having 
covered 704 miles in just over 16 
hours we were really settling into 
the drive. Sign posts warned us 
of the coming fruit check - normal 
with all travellers entering South 
Australia - to stop the dreaded 
fruit fly entering the State. All of 
us had completely forgotten about 
the mandarins, and we told the 
border official that we had nothing. 
He persisted in checking the car 
through, and found a bag of man
darins. Result ... "eat 'em now, 



A passing view oj Lake Cowan, one 
oj the many salt-type lakes dotting 
the Norseman-Kalgoorlie area. Cars 
can travel over the surjace oj most 
oj these lakes, and other - l ike 
adjacent Lake LeFroy - would suit 
SlJeed trials like Bonneville. 

or hand 'em over '" 
We ate 'em. I was driving a t the 

. time, and pulled the car over to 
the side of the office, reefed out a 
handful of mandarins, thrust two 
each at Alan and Bob and tcld 
them to start eating. Bob had just 
come to from a well-earned sleep 
after four hours' driving and navi
gation (the navigator was kept on 
the hop working out hourly mileage 
averages, times, coming towns and 
so on ) and I'll never forget the 
look on his face as he held these 
two mandarins while watching Alan 
and I wrenching peel off and stuff
ing the fruit into ourselves. Half
way through the first one we got 
an attack of the giggles, realising 
what a group of slobs we must look 
to other travellers passing through 
the checkpoint, ramming fruit into 
ourselves because we were too lousy 
to hand it to the officials. Finally, 
after eating eight, we couldn't take 
any more, so we handed one sur
vivor over to the official on top of 
a bag of peelings, and shot off 
toward Renmark. 

The route from Renmark to Mor
gan was a little confusing, as we 
wanted to avoid the ferry crOSSing 
over the locks and rivers at Kings
ton, Waikerie and Cadell, so we 
made a slight loop to the north 
through Overland Corner and Tay
lorville to Morgan. It was here we 
struck our first stretch of dirt 
roads, the 62 miles from Morgan 
to Burra; however, the surface was 
in quite good condition and we 

were able to keep up an average 
of slightly over 56 mph. 

From Burra to Peterborough and 
on to Orroroo was rather a deso
late drive, even if the roads were 
in first class condition. The coun
t ryside, while appearing fertile, 
showed signs of either drought or 
personal hardship through some 
reason or another. We passed un
countable buildings, once warm 
homesteads to weary farming 
families, which had been abandoned 
and allowed to crumble with the 
seasons. Farming machinery ap
peared to have been left where it 
fell when the decision to quit the 
country was made. Even townships 
such as Orroroo were deathly still 
in the middle of the day. No one 
was on the streets, not even a dog 
was seen to slink around the corner 
of a building. 

On this stretch, we also ran into 
a dust storm, which both Alan and 
Bob said came from the semi
desert areas in the north-west. It's 
a slightly alarming sight when 
suddenly a light brown cloud rolls 
across the plains blotting out any
thing outside a two or three-mile 
radius. At one stage, we passed 
what seemed to be the centre of 
the dust cloud, which lasted for 
20 to 30 miles, where we felt com
pletely cut off from the rest of 
the world. We couldn't even dis
tinguish the mountain ranges a few 
miles south-west which had accom
panied us for so long. 

Rain gave us a brief respite about 
five o'clock that evening as we 
passed Wilmington, and, with Port 
Augusta in Sight, we headed for 
the welc:lme lights of the factories 
skirting the waterfront, and re
plenishment for both the car and 
ourselves. We had covered 989 miles 

A manager oj Winterbottom's BMC 
in Perth, John Lovegrove, signs our 
offiCial log book before we lejt on 
the return joumey. Behind him is 
Alan Kemp, with BMC PR man, 
Dick Blythe, in the foreground. 

in 17 hours and 29 minutes, used 
47 gallons of petrol and two pints 
of oil. The Shell garage proprietor 
joined with us in thinking that all 
the averages, times, petrol and oil 
had been extremely good for the 
first stage. Bob knew of a "beaut" 
restaurant at Iron Knob, and Alan 
and I had voted for fish and chips 
for dinner, so we pushed on for 
the extra 43 miles. 

Try thinking of a healthy meal of 
fish and chips, with fresh bread 
and coffee, for the next 40 minutes, 
and you'll have some idea how we 
felt when Iron Knob finally came 
into sight. However, for the one 
and only time, Bob's advice went 
astray. The only "restaurant" we 
found was a small eathouse called 
"Sam's" where we sadly settled for 
hamburgers, chiko rolls, fresh lollies 
and refills of coffee in all the fiasks. 
The coffee was good and we re
membered Sam for many miles -
even if the burger meat was rather 
solid in the stomach. 

The sunsets and sunrises over 
the Nullarbor Plains are wonderful 
sights, something which city folk 
don't ever see. For miles the sky 
is lit with a glowing red which 
gradually turns deeper into blue, 
purple - then night falls quickly 
into an inky blackness, where not 
a light is to be seen save for the 
odd car either behind or heading 
towards you. The roads in general 
are better than one would expect 
in a sparsely populated area. Both 
South Australia and Western Aus
tralia are building an entirely new 
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road right across the plains (call 
it the Eyre Highway, if you like) 
and although the W A side is 
planned to be finished within the 
next few months, SA still has quite 
some mileage to cover before they 
join. We were able to maintain our 
overall 55 mph average right to 
Cungena, where the new sealing 
ends. From there we transferred to 
the new road works (unsealed) un
til they too, ended and we were 
onto the old graded clay road so 
familiar to travellers. 

At a pOint 25 miles from Nundroo 
we had covered 1350 miles in exact
ly 24 hours, averaging 562 mph. 
Now well into the fiat plains area, 
it was midnight, the temperature 
was 45 degrees and we were begin-

(Top) : Heading home across the 
Nullarbor Plains we stumbled 
(almost) on this Cessna 182 Sky
lane. It had landed Main Roads 
Department officials near a road 
gang camp (three miles away) and 
came from the NOESKA Aviation 
charter service. 

(Top right): One oj the self-expla
natory signs at the Eucla Motel! 

(Right): An abandoned and crum
bling Signal station near Euc'Za 
Ridge brought comment from our 
crew. Behind the ruins are miles of 
huge unruly sand dunes leading 
down to the Great Australian Bight. 

(Far right): Tired, but jubilant
after the five-day trip, the crew 
shakes hands back in Sydney after 
making the trip in the best time 
yet. The angle of the car with the 
load carried can clearly be seen, 
although it handled perfectly_ 
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:... ' . 
ning to encounter patches of fog in 
the chilly air. 

Shell ' station managers along the 
plains were very helpful with the 
latest road condition information 
to the next real township. This in
formation is continually being 
passed on by transport drivers and 
ether travellers, and at this point 
(Nundroo we were probably saved 
a damaged suspension when warn
ed of huge potholes about 12 
miles west. These were really car
breakers, as we discovered when we 
saw them. The only beef we had 
during the cold nights was that 
petrol attendants (normally a store
keeper or shop-hand) wouldn't 
wash the windscreen and head
lights, forcing our delicate selves 

to leave our heated car 
the bItter night air. 

We crossed the W A border at 
545 am on the Tuesday, by-passed 
the E cia Motel (more of this place 
or. he return trip) and headed 
for _ 1adura Motel (hopefully) for 
breakfast and refuelling. It seem
ed, v,-hen we arrived there at 7.50 
am, 'ha the locals enjoy a sleep-in 
on T esdays, for we found the 'pet
rol ation pumps unlocked and 
no one within coo-ee of the place. 
~ter calling and tooting for abou 
10 mmutes, we filled the car our
se ves and left the correct money 
in an envelope under the station 
dOG. with our car number and 
Sydney address printed on the out
s de. Too much! 



/NOTIC E 
PETROL SERVICE 
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~ 

eatable) and three cans of pure 
fruit jUice. The bill came to a 
staggering four dollars and some 
nents, which prompted us to re
solve trying to provision up some
vhat in Perth for the return jour
Hey - or at least to take us as 
fa r as Port Augusta. 

The run from Norseman to Perth 
',"as almost perfect. We hadn't 
st ruck any mechanical problems 
whatsoever in the 2050 miles al
ready covered, and had made such 
good time with the road improve
ments that we actually had 
plenty of time in hand to reach 
Perth by the projected 9 pm. How
e,'er, we knew a good night's sleep 
would be worthwhile, having 
planned a good day's work in 
Perth before starting back, so we 
pushed on without taking more 
than enough time to buy ice cream 
and cool drinks, and send a tele
gram back to Sydney. At this stage, 
although th,e sky became quite over
cast, the temperatures were up 
around the 70 degrees mark and 
remained so until we approached 
Perth in the early evening, 

The car hadn't missed a beat, 
and we were patting ourselves on 
the back. Approaching the lights 
of Perth, just past Northam, we 
still had under two hours in hand, 
with only 62 miles left to travel. 
But at Midland Junction, 12 miles 
from the city, the car stopped. Just 
like that. Heading down into the 
city from the hills we were on a 
beautiful highway with more lanes 
each side than Sydney would know 
what to do with at peak hour, when 
we suddenly had no fuel coming 
through. Mild panic - in a funny 
about 45 minutes of our projected 
sort of way - set in. We only had 

time left, and we now had to find 
where the ' blockage was. Alan 
reefed his trusty tool kit from the 
boot and set about checking up 
front while Bob and I busied our
selves unhooking petrol lines from 
the tanks and blowing our lungs 
out. Such cries as "you're not 
blowin' hard enough back there" 
from Alan almost had our eyes 
popping, but we cleared the block
age, jammed handfuls of tools in 
the boot, floundered into the car 
and headed towards the City. 

Arriving in the main street and 
finding Winterbottom's BMC house, 
we discovered our contact had 
headed for the hills to lead us in. 
Result, no one to sign our log book 
for arrival tinle! Luckily a Shell 
garage was open across the road, 
and the night manager graciously 
Signed with a flourish. 

We had made the east-west cros
sing, a total of 2495 miles, 1n 44 ~ 
hours - three hours and 15 min
utes under two days - at an ave
rage speed of 55.7 mph. We'd used 
122 gallons of Shell and only two 
pints of oil. Although the three of 
us kept trying to convince one 
another that we felt flt enough to 
drive for another two days, it's 
noteworthy to mention that neither 
Alan or Bob was awake t.o answer 
the telephone at the motel 15 min
utes after we booked in - and just 
five seconds before I collapsed into 
sleep with the light on and the TV 
blaring. 

While the Austin 1800 was ser
viced by Winterbottom's BMC work
shops (its first service in almost 
2500 miles) they loaned us a Mor7 
ris 850 to look over the automotive 
scene in Perth. 

(Continued on page 64) 



MIDWEEK MADNESS 
(Continued from page 49) 

We were most impressed with the Winterbottom 
setup for while the city offices and sho\ucoms have 
~ theatrette, ballroom and other facilities for meet
ings and Mini club gatherings, they also have anothe:' 
huge centre at Subiaco where all mechanical and 
body repairs are done. It's a large show, a!ld is run 
very efficiently, with courtesy cars for customers to 
and between the city and the service centre, plus 
other attractive facilities. The service department 
found that sediment had got into one of our tanks 
during the trip, probably from one of the smaller 
petrol stations where the tanks are refilled from 
small drums rather than a tanker. 

A manager of Winterbottom's, John Lovegrove, 
signed our official log book outside their showroom 
building along with PR man, Dick Blythe, and, as 
we were working on EST (Eastern Standard Time 
to keep the records straight) we left Perth at 12.01 
(Sy<1ney time), and threaded our way through the 
near-deserted highway network, headed for home. 

Our night travelling took us right through to 
Coolgardie. where, almost 'out of petrol, we knocked 
up a soulful-looking chap at 6 am (4 am his time ) 
and asked if he could open his pumps to re-fuel us. 
No doubt he had two minds to take to us with a 
double-barrelled whatever-he-had, but when we men
tioned the fact that the 1800 would take at least 19 
gallons he definitely perked up somewhat. With the 
air a little cool at 45 degrees, he sure looked hell
bent on getting back to his cot. 

Catching the remainder of the night, Alan and 
Bob slept while we headed for our "friends" at Bal-

SUNDAY SEPT. 17 -10.30 a.m. 

16 EVENTS. ' GOLD STAR CHAMPIONSHIP 
RON FLOCKH'ART MEMORIAL TROPHY 
PLUS SPORTS RACING, TOURING 
AND MOTOR CYCLE RACING 

light Car Club of Australia, Melbourne. 
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ladonia, and the log was left untouched for the 
next 222 miles. With petrol at 55 cents a gallon we 
hated to fill the car, but did, and pressed on to 
Eucla Ridge Motel where we had agreed to stop for 
brunch (breakfast and lunch combined). 

About two miles before Eucla Ridge, we passed 
a l- te model Holden travelling as though he were 
involved in the Flinders' Street peak hour traffic. 
He pulled into the Eucla Motel petrol staticn just 
as we were finishing refuelling. "What type of tyres 
are y ' running, mate?" We looked to make sure we 
still had the originals and replied they were Dunlop 
SP41s. He looked agog. "I fitted a set of radials to 
this in Perth, and the fellow said to take it easy. 
Told me not to go bumping kerbs or hitting rocks! " 
We looked at each other, then said, "Well, what's 
your problem?" 

"I just noticed you travelling at cruising speed 
back along the road," he said. "I've just taken 23 
hours to get from Perth to here, because I didn't 
want to ri8k damaging the tyres on the rough roads. 
What did you do from Perth to here?" 

We scratched our heads, and told him we made 
it in nearly 16 hours. He looked at our tyres, saw 
they were in excellent shape and told his wife they 
could get a move on to Adelaide after all. We moved 
inside the eating room and ordered varying dishes, 
from spaghetti on tos.&t to mushrooms and bacon. 
While these were being grown (it seemed) we wan
dered around the front yard and admired the fan
tastic amount of signs (like the one pictured) hang
ing on or leaning against almost every wall in the 
place. There were sarcastic signs in the toilets (from 
the owners apparently), signs warning that entry 
to the backyard to admire the view was prohibited 
- in fact we wondered if it wasn't some type of 
de-militarised zone stretching from Woomera. What
ever, the food was fresh, hot and welcome. 

Most of the return trip was excellent, as we all 
knew the road conditions, and had noted the areas 
that needed watching on the way back to Sydney. 
In fact, so intricate was our planning and observa
tion of the route (we had to have something to do 
while navigating on a 300-mile straight stretch of 
foad) that we covered the 1388 miles from Perth 
to Kimba (just before Iron Knob) in the first 24 
hours - 38 more miles than in the same time on 
the outward journey. Still none of the crew was 
feeling fatigued, nor had we extended the car at 
any stage of the trip. It was, in fact, proving our 
original theory that the trip can be done in a normal 
five-day week including a day of bUSiness or sight
seeing in Perth. 

From 70 degree temperatures at Eucla to 40 degrees 
at Ceduna was well-countered by the Austin's heater. 
We didn't notice the difference until the next fuel 
stop at Kimba, slightly after midnight, so Alan and 
I feigned sleep, giving Bob the chore of getting out 
in the cold to check the refuelling, oil and types. 
Still continuing the two hourly shifts, we found that 
each period of sleep, it seemed we hadn't moved. 
The countryside appeared the same, little signs were 
often turned the wrong way and the water restriction 
signs at the tanks reminded us that we hadn't used 
any. For some reason, Mildura appeared most inviting 
around 8.30 on the Friday morning, and after re
fuelling the C3.r (it also took a half-pint of oil -
the first needed in the 1864 miles we had travelled 
from Perth) we ground to a halt on the fringe of 
the town and ate a hearty breakfast at a roadhouse, 
idling away one hour and five minutes with small 
talk and catching up on the previous day's news
papers. We were antiCipating our arrival in Sydney 
at around 9 pm that night, so we were able to take 
the break with good time in hand without upsetting 
arrangements in Sydney. 

(Continued on page 67) 
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As the sun started to set, Bob and Alan - for 
the first time in the entire journey - began teIling 
their tales of old around-Australia journeys. It was 
right then, passing through Bathurst and Lithgow, 
that I earnestly wished the journey was only just 
starting. I suddenly felt sorry to be gOing back to 
the pressure of big city life. Of deadline pressures 
and instant deCisions, of rules and regulations under 
which we must live in order to create a good SOCiety; 
of white shirts and peak hours, and prettily-painted 
cups and . saucers on a freshly-starched tablecloth. 
But, inexorably we rolled in through the BMC gates 
comfortably ahead of schedule. 

This second 1800 made the first car look like a 
junkheap. It had no special preparation, was hardly 
run in, yet went like a train. We took delivery of the 
first Austin 1800 from BMC with only 49 miles on 
the clock. First inspection showed dirty water marks 
on the headlining, stiff window winders, the right
hand windscreen washer badly aligned and the first 
and second gear selection very hard at times. At 
160 miles we had a blown fuse which eliminated the 
horn, headlight flashers and interior roof light. At 
247 miles we noted severe shudder in reverse. The 
fuse blew again at 478 miles. 

First servicing came up at 1317 ; the circuit was 
rewired, . lights raised, sticky throttle eased and wind
screen 'washers aligned. Sixteen miles later a squeak 
started in the clutch. At 1794 miles the speedo cable 
broke, BMC supplied the wrong one and mileage 
records went awry. 

On our second long trip from Sydney to Melbourne 
and back, the car boiled dry seven miles before 
Gundagai, and we found the thermostat inserted 
upside down. Into Melbourne at 3032 miles, another 
type of thermostat was fitted, but paint was burned 
off the head, and the rings had lost surface tension. 
Oil consumption was steadily increasing, to the rate 
of two pints in 433 miles, then four pints in 860 
miles. The engine was fitted with a new set of rings 
at almost 6000 miles. 

At 6230 miles the car started to overheat again. 
The thermostat had jammed shut and the radiator 
junction hose had split - we're not sure whether 
this was before or after the thermostat jammed. A 
new hose was fitted and the thermostat removed, 
but at 6356 miles we added two pints of oil and 
noticed that the motor was very sluggish with no 
puIl1ng power, temperature read normal on a hot day. 
We then returned the car, when BMC found the 
paint-blocked tap outlet. 

Average fuel consumption during the 6000 miles 
we ran the car was 26.1 mpg, and oil consumption 
was around 450 miles per pint. 

However, the 5016 miles covered in the Perth car 
told a different story. We used 229 gallons of petrol 
and only 3 ~ pints of oil. Tyre wear was negligible. 
The 5016 miles took 9n hours, including five hours 
and seven minutes on the journey for meals and 
refuelling. Average petrol consumption was 22 mpg. 

Like we said at the beginning of this story . . . the 
day of adventure, the feeling that maybe you're the 
first or the second, or one of the very few people 
to tread a chosen piece of ground in your country, 
is rapidly diminishing. We're looking at the day of 
the big black ribbon stretching for ever - where you 
know, you just know, that sometime there's been 
a great big man-made machine laying that damned 
thing. You'll turn off to a bush track and drive for 
miles and miles, and know that for sure you're about 
the first to ever reach this deserted spot . . . then 
get out of the car and kick your toe on a beer can. 

But all is not lost. We hear of a spot where no 
man has been before - right here in Australia. When 
we've been there, we'll let you know. # 
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greatest 
tune-up 

• • you can gwe 
your car: 

new! 

• • cruiser 
transistor 
car radio 

for only $69. 
The leader of budget-priced car radios - AWA's Cruiser 
MF16. This compact, single-unit model has 6 transistors, a 
big built-in 6" oval speaker that gives rich, full-throated 
sound, even on long distance reception. Other features 
include an illuminated dial scale and simple positive con
trols. The Cruiser is easily installed in all 12 volt cars. 
Comes complete with all fittings and a quality $7.80 aerial. 

There's an AW A car radio 
to suit your car and your pocket 

CRUISER ·TOUCH-TOIlE·. Inslanl 
pr.lI-button ton. seleclion. Low. 
m.dium. high. Price includes aerial. 
Crui.., D.lull MJI5 $94.50 ([47.5.0). 
Crui.., Touch· Tone MF3 $84.50 
([42.5.0). 

PRESSMATIC. Deluxe transislor ' car 
radio. Push-button ·one·aclion· on/off. 
Price includes aerial. PrlSsmalic 
D,luxe PKI $115.50 ([57.15.0). 
Preumalic PF2 $94.50 ([47.5.0). 

CRUISER. But .alu. car radio in Aus
tralia today. Powerful performer. Price 
including aerial. Cruiser MFI6 $89 
([34.10.0). 

iMO 

CAR/HOME PORTABLE. Four radios 
in onl - car radio. car portable. port
able. home radio. Portable complele 
wilh all car accessories $119.90 
([59.19.0). Portable only $88.20 
([44.2.0). 

IMMEDIATE INSTALLATION NOW AT 
YOUR AWA CAR RADIO RETAILER 

For further particulars. literature and the name of the nearest AWA 
retailer. contact your AWA office in Sydney. Newcastle. Melbourne. 
Brisbane. Perth. Hobart and Launceston. or the State distributors for 
Queensland. Chandlers Pty. Ltd .. Brisbane. and for South Australia. 
Newton McLaren Ltd .. Adelaide. 
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